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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEMS
As stated in Section 1 we confine our study to a simple but important case. We assume that the expected loss V(x, y) when x is the initial stock and y is the starting stock3 (O S x < y < coo) is given by 2 There may also be equally good ordering policies that are not (s, S). There are, of course, always such policies that differ from the optimal policy on sets of measure zero. However, when the (s, S) assumption is satisfied but the optimal (s, S) policy is not unique, there will be non-(s, S) optimal policies of another kind (falling, so to speak, "between" the different (s, S) policies). See the relevant remarks in Sections 3 and 4.
3Following the terminology of [2] we refer to the stock before ordering as the "initial" stock, the starting stock being obtained from the initial one by adding to it the amount ordered.
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Here c, A, K are positive constants which denote, respectively, the carrying cost per unit of goods, the loss involved if it is impossible to satisfy the demand for goods, and the ordering cost. F(z) is the distribution function of demand; it is the probability that the random demand D does not exceed z, i.e., (ii) g(x) gY(yo) + Ko for 0 S x < xo . Condition (i) implies that one cannot do better by ordering when the initial stock x is greater than yo (hence also not when x ) xo, since by definition of xo one cannot do better by ordering when xo < x % yo). Condition (ii) implies that one cannot do better than order yo -x when the initial stock is smaller than xo . Conversely, if it pays to order when the initial stock is some x1 > yo, then Condition (i) cannot hold, and a similar remark applies to Condition (ii).
4X I ... } indicates the set of x having the properties
Usually only one x has the particular properties indicated, but there may also be an interval in which case the right end point of this interval is taken as xo .
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Remark: yo need not be uniquely determined by (3.2). Let y' be another value which satisfies (3.2) and define x' through (3.3), in it replacing yo by yo. Then Conditions (i) and (ii) hold if and only if the analogous conditions obtained on replacing xo, yo by x4, y' also hold. Hence, if Conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied for some choice of yo, the optimal (s, S) policy is determined up to the following: As S we may take any solution yo of (3.2), and then s = xo is uniquely determined through (3.3), except when there exists an interval x1 < x < xo such that g(x) = g(yo) + K throughout this interval. If this is the case then we may take s x where x is any number satisfying xi < x G xo. It should, perhaps, be remarked that Condition (a') implies that the probability density8 of D cannot exceed co/Ao for x ) yo .
PROBLEM (C)
In this section we characterize, in an easily verifiable manner, the class C(-, Ao , Ko). For this purpose, as well as for the following sections, it is necessary to introduce some notions and notations.
Given any distribution function F(y) (O < y < m), we denote by 6 A function g(x) is U-shaped if it is monotonically nonincreasing up to some value of x, and thereafter is monotonically nondecreasing (g(x) may degenerate to a monotonically nondecreasing function).
7The possibility of there being more than one point of the graph on the straight line is not excluded, but in such a case all the points with intermediary abscissae must also be on the same straight line. 8 Or the upper right and upper left probability densities wherever the probability density does not exist. 
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